
MODEL  9600
POD LIGHT 
SERIES
Superior Plug-and-Play Visibility
for the Long Haul



As professional truck drivers travel at high speeds with 
up to 80 feet of cargo behind them, they rely on a wide 
range of advanced technologies and upgrades to see 
what lies ahead. The J.W. Speaker Model 9600 POD Light 
is a high-powered, highly versatile drop-in replacement 
headlight that shines brighter — and looks better — than 
stock headlamps in Peterbilt on-highway, vocational and 
medium-duty trucks. 

ENHANCE PETERBILT 
PERFORMANCE WITH 
DROP-IN REPLACEMENT 
HEADLIGHTS

SMARTHEAT® TECHNOLOGY  (optional)
SmartHeat® melts snow and ice off the lens to give Peterbilt drivers better 

visibility in cold, wintry weather to improve safety. When the low-temperature 
threshold is reached, the built in intelligent grid system reacts in real time, 

automatically heating the lens without driver intervention. 

VISIBILITY
Built-in Bi-LED digital switching between high and low 
beams provides greater visibility from “ditch-to-ditch” 

to improve safety for drivers and other motorists. 

Low Beam: Expansive bright white LED spread, 
precise beam patterns and foreground illumination

High Beam: Exceptional LED punch offers more
light over the horizon when necessary

IMPRESSIVE, ICONIC DESIGN
The iconic POD light offers the unique “blade” design 

integrating turn signal performance with  front position 
optics for a cutting-edge, eye-catching design — offering 
a signature, high-end look to complement the extensive 

lineup of Peterbilt rigs. 

VERSATILITY
Drop-in headlights include an

easy-to-install vehicle harness that 
integrates seamlessly with all existing 

functions on select Peterbilt trucks.

DURABILITY
Military-grade polycarbonate housing 

assembly offers robust “pod” for integrated 
turn signal and headlamp. The military-

grade lens is anti-fog coated and UV 
protected for long-lasting performance 
under the most demanding conditions.

DOT COMPLIANT
The Model 9600 POD Light 
features are DOT compliant, 

including:  high beam, low beam, 
front position, side marker, side 

reflector, and turn signal.
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UPGRADE YOUR 
PETERBILT TRUCK’S 
HEADLIGHTS
Look forward. Shine brighter. J.W. Speaker’s innovative 
Model 9600 POD Light is a robust, easy-to-install 
replacement headlight that enables Peterbilt owners 
and professional truck drivers to enhance the look and 
performance of their trucks with confidence. The Model 9600 
POD lights fit Peterbilt 388, 389 and 567.

Heated Model 9600 POD Light Series

Non-Heated  Model 9600 POD Light Series

0556661– Chrome LH
0556671 – Chrome RH

0556681 – Chrome LH
0556691 – Chrome RH 


